


To reflect this I'll enclose some of the literature we used to give away when 

we farmed. 

What the FBI told LBJ and God alone knows who else was our alleged celebration 

ef the Russian Revolution was in fact earlier and was immediately after the Jewish 

high holidays, shout this time of the year, and was arranged for by a rabbi, not an 

kind of red. In its fabrication. the FBI converted a religious gathering into a 

Communist poligiéal “colprations. I've never been a Communist. 

After I began to receive copies of FBI records containing these defamations I 

amplified ny earlier appeals and documented them. The record I cite may have been 

‘Xeroxed for that purpose because I recall quite clearly a similar one I attached to 

those appeals. 4nd, of course, I was asking for the withheld underlying records. 

The other record, also a fabrication, is that I had a personal relationship with a 

Soviet national inside the USSR embassy. 

Years ‘mesmsams have passed and my appeals comtinue to be ignored. I've renewed 
them fecently and they remain ignored. 

After my death I'd not want all these distortions, misrepresentations and 

fabrications to continue to be misused to undermine the substantial work the 
FBI cannot fault on fact or to misrepresent its author to anyone, including your 

committee. This is why I write. 

I know that the Privacy Act does not include the Congress but I hope you 

would want to be fair and to have your files accurate and fair. I. will welcome an 

opportunity and if 1 know the identification of the record, which will not involve 

any disclosure by you of classified material, I can tell you whether it has been 

disclosed to me. Of course this will not identify Not Recorded serials, but it will 

be something. I do have all the records exactly as I received them, filed by their 

FBI numbers, becuuse all my files will be part of a permanent, free university archive. 

Thank you for anything you can do. 

enc: 62-109060 Sincere 
three flyers Ad 4 Me A, 

P.S. If my barbecue recipe appeals to you, oie 
it works well with ovem broiling and improves y 
with age if refrigerated. It is really a marinade. | _ Lo 

Harold Weber 
7627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, MD 21701


